1). Introduction

The “Rio +20” United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (UNCSD), held in Rio de Janeiro, 20-22 June 2012, focused on two key themes the further development and refinement of the Institutional Framework for Sustainable Development and the advancement of the “Green Economy” concept. The meeting, in its outcome document, reaffirmed poverty eradication as its key challenge:

“Eradicating poverty is the greatest global challenge facing the world today and an indispensable requirement for sustainable development. In this regard we are committed to freeing humanity from poverty and hunger as a matter of urgency.”

(Para 2. The future we want. UNCSD 2012).

The Green Economy concept is structured to reflect this, being explicitly based and presented in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication:

“We consider green economy in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication as one of the important tools available for achieving sustainable development... We emphasize that it should contribute to eradicating poverty as well as sustained economic growth, enhancing social inclusion, improving human welfare and creating opportunities for employment and decent work for all, while maintaining the healthy functioning of the Earth’s ecosystems.”

(Para 56. The future we want. UNCSD 2012).

Throughout the preparatory process for Rio +20, many coastal countries questioned the focus of the Green Economy and its applicability to them. Strong positions were presented to the Rio +20 preparatory process for a “Blue Economy” approach to be more prominently addressed. This approach has broad relevance as the Oceans, including humankind’s common heritage of the High Seas, represent in many respects the final frontier for humanity and its quest for sustainable development. Institutional efforts were made to expand the Blue aspect of the Green Economy as embodied in the “Green Economy in a Blue World” report but international momentum has moved beyond this. Throughout and subsequent to the Rio +20 process there has been a growing appreciation that the world’s Oceans and Seas require more in depth attention and coordinated action. This has been reflected in various initiatives inter alia the UNDESA expert group meeting on Oceans, Seas and Sustainable Development, the work of the Global Ocean Commission, the Global Partnership for Oceans and the prominence given to oceans and seas in the UN five-year Action Agenda 2012-2016.

Coastal and Island developing countries have remained at the forefront of this Blue Economy advocacy, recognising that the oceans have a major role to play in humanity’s future and that the Blue Economy offers an approach to sustainable development better suited to their circumstances, constraints and challenges.
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Cutting edge technologies and rising commodity prices are opening up new realms of opportunity for submarine exploitation, the High Seas constitute the last global commons and urgent attention is required to enable the sound management of ocean resources for the realisation of sustainable development.

2). Blue Planet

Oceans cover 72% of the surface of our blue planet and constitute more than 95% of the biosphere. Life originated in the oceans and they continue to support all life today by generating oxygen, absorbing carbon dioxide, recycling nutrients and regulating global climate and temperature.

Oceans provide a substantial portion of the global population with food and livelihoods and are the means of transport for 80% of global trade. The marine and coastal environment also constitutes a key resource for the important global tourism industry; supporting all aspects of the tourism development cycle from infrastructure and the familiar “sun, sand and sea” formula to the diverse and expanding domain of nature-based tourism.

The seabed currently provides 32% of the global supply of hydrocarbons with exploration expanding. Advancing technologies are opening new frontiers of marine resource development from bio-prospecting to the mining of seabed mineral resources. The sea also offers vast potential for renewable “blue energy” production from wind, wave, tidal, thermal and biomass sources.

Human development activities, however, have seriously taxed the resilience of the marine and coastal resource base. FAO data indicates that 87% of global fish stocks are fully or over exploited. Increasing pollution and unsustainable coastal development further contribute to the loss of biodiversity, ecological function and the decline in provision of environmental services. Climate change threatens to remove literally the very foundations of broad swathes of coastal development whilst rising atmospheric CO2 levels are undermining fundamental aspects of many marine ecosystems through ocean acidification; changing ocean chemistry at a speed faster than at any time in the last 300 million years.

The potential of the oceans to meet sustainable development needs is enormous; but only if they can be maintained in and/or restored to a healthy, and productive state. The importance of oceans for sustainable development has been recognised from the beginning of the UNCED process, in Agenda 21, the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation and reaffirmed in the outcome document of the Rio+20 Conference; but ongoing trends of exploitation and degradation of marine and coastal ecosystems show that endeavours to date have been insufficient and that more needs to be and must be done.
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3). The Blue Economy a Framework for Sustainable Development

The Blue Economy is a developing world initiative pioneered by SIDS but relevant to all coastal states and countries with an interest in waters beyond national jurisdiction. SIDS have always been highly dependent upon the seas for their well-being but the Blue Economy, whilst encompassing the concept of ocean-based economies, goes far beyond that. The Blue Economy conceptualises oceans as “Development Spaces” where spatial planning integrates conservation, sustainable use, oil and mineral wealth extraction, bioprospecting, sustainable energy production and marine transport. The Blue Economy breaks the mould of the business as usual “brown” development model where the oceans have been perceived as a means of free resource extraction and waste dumping; with costs externalised from economic calculations. The Blue Economy will incorporate ocean values and services into economic modelling and decision-making processes. The Blue Economy paradigm constitutes a sustainable development framework for developing countries addressing equity in access to, development of and the sharing of benefits from marine resources; offering scope for re-investment in human development and the alleviation of crippling national debt burdens.

The Blue Economy espouses the same desired outcome as the Rio +20 Green Economy initiative namely: “improved human well-being and social equity, while significantly reducing environmental risks and ecological scarcities” (UNEP 2013) and it endorses the same principles of low carbon, resource efficiency and social inclusion, but it is grounded in a developing world context and fashioned to reflect the circumstances and needs of countries whose future resource base is marine. Fundamental to this approach is the principle of equity ensuring that developing countries:

- Optimise the benefits received from the development of their marine environments e.g. fishery agreements, bioprospecting, oil and mineral extraction.
- Promote national equity, including gender equality, and in particular the generation of inclusive growth and decent jobs for all.
- Have their concerns and interests properly reflected in the development of seas beyond national jurisdiction; including the refinement of international governance mechanisms and their concerns as States proximate to seabed development.

The mainstreaming of equity at international and national levels offers scope for developing countries to realise greater revenue from their resources and reinvest in their populace, environmental management, reduce national debt levels and contribute to the eradication of poverty and hunger.

At the core of the Blue Economy concept is the de-coupling of socioeconomic development from environmental degradation. To achieve this, the Blue Economy approach is founded upon the assessment and incorporation of the real value of the natural (blue) capital into all aspects of economic activity (conceptualisation, planning, infrastructure development, trade, travel, renewable resource exploitation, energy production/consumption). Efficiency and optimisation of resource use are paramount whilst respecting environmental and ecological parameters. This includes where sustainable the sourcing and usage of local raw materials and utilising where feasible “blue” low energy options to realise efficiencies and
benefits as opposed to the business as usual “brown” scenario of high energy, low employment, and industrialised development models.

The Blue Economy approach recognises and places renewed emphasis on the critical need for the international community to address effectively the sound management of resources in and beneath international waters by the further development and refinement of international law and ocean governance mechanisms. Every country must take its share of the responsibility to protect the high seas, which cover 64% of the surface of our oceans and constitute more than 90% of their volume.

4). SIDS and the Blue Economy

The importance of marine and coastal resources to SIDS is evident, and has been elaborated in numerous international fora. The Blue Economy, however, offers the potential for SIDS to alleviate one of their defining obstacles to sustainable development; namely that of a narrow resource base. The remarkable per capita marine resource area enjoyed by many SIDS means that the Blue Economy approach offers the prospect of sustained, environmentally-sound, socially inclusive economic growth. SIDS must prepare now in order to position themselves properly to realise the optimal benefits for their sustainable development from the coming blue revolution.

The benefits of the Blue Economy, however, are not exclusively tailored for SIDS, they are equally applicable to coastal countries and ultimately the Blue Economy approach offers the means for the sound utilisation of resources beyond national jurisdiction – the sustainable development of the common heritage of humanity; the resources of the High Seas.

5). The Blue Economy – Issues

The natural world made up of the physical environment, its mineral components and biodiversity at all three levels (genetic, species, ecosystem) is intrinsically interconnected and the more diverse and productive the natural system, the greater the degree of interconnectivity. Hence the identification of particular issues is inherently an anthropogenic construct and depending on one’s perspective may appear arbitrary. A case in point is the precursory role that the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity has in enabling the establishment of a Blue Economy, broader sustainable development and poverty eradication (see fig below). This is particularly true in developing countries where economies are more directly related to environmental exploitation.
Equivalent figures, to that above, could be developed for the other issues, underlining the overall interconnectivity and the need for an integrated and holistic approach. To this end the ecosystem approach must underpin all aspects of the Blue Economy incorporating inter-relationships, knock-on effects, externalities and the true costs and benefits of activities in terms of the natural blue capital.

a). Sustainable use of biodiversity

The natural capital of many marine and coastal ecosystems has been degraded, impacting upon the provision of services and livelihoods. Approximately 20% of the world’s coral reefs have been lost and another 20% degraded\(^5\). Mangroves have been reduced to 30-50% of their historical cover and it is estimated that 29% of seagrass habitats have disappeared since the late eighteen hundreds\(^6\).

An ecosystem approach is required that factors in restoration of biodiversity and renewable resources, and proper management of resource extraction. For example in fisheries, some of the renowned “Sunken Billions”\(^7\) could be restored providing the basis for productive, efficient, sustainable fisheries and enhanced food security. The scientific determination and designation of appropriate MPAs can play a key role in this regard reconstituting biodiversity, ecosystem services and general resilience to other system shocks. Currently only some 2% of our oceans are protected, despite the CBD/WSSD 2012 target of a representative 10% area, whereas approximately 12% of terrestrial areas are under protection.

b) Food security

In the context of the Blue Economy food security is very closely related to the sustainable use of biodiversity particularly where it pertains to the exploitation of wild fisheries. 1 billion people in developing countries depend on seafood for their primary source of protein\(^8\).
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We are deeply concerned that one in five people on this planet, or over 1 billion people, still live in extreme poverty, and that one in seven — or 14 per cent — is undernourished...

(Para 21. The future we want. UNCSD 2012)

Aquaculture offers huge potential for the provision of food and livelihoods, though greater efficiencies in provision of feed to aquaculture need to be realised, including reduced fish protein and oil and increased plant protein content, if the industry is to be sustainable. Aquaculture under the Blue Economy will incorporate the value of the natural capital in its development, respecting ecological parameters throughout the cycle of production, creating sustainable, decent employment and offering high value commodities for export.

c). Unsustainable Fisheries
The proportion of marine fish stocks estimated to be underexploited or moderately exploited declined from 40% in the mid-1970s to 15% in 2008, and the proportion of overexploited, depleted or recovering stocks, increased from 10% in 1974 to 32% in 2008. Fishing fleet subsidies are estimated to be between US$ 10-30 billion per year driving the further depletion of fisheries that have otherwise ceased to be economically viable. The benefits lost to fishing nations as a consequence of over fishing are estimated to be in the order of US$ 50 billion per annum.

Aquaculture is the fastest growing food sector now providing 47% of the fish for human consumption globally. The last three decades have seen massive expansion in aquaculture operations raising concerns of environmental damage and unsustainable development models. Aquaculture sites have often been carved out of important natural coastal habitats with rapid expansion exceeding the capacity of planning controls and oversight. Aquaculture with fed species, if not managed properly, can impact biodiversity and ecosystem functions through excessive nutrient release, chemical pollution and the escape of farmed species and diseases into the natural environment.

It is essential that integrated ecosystem approaches are utilised in wild capture fisheries and aquaculture based on the best current scientific information with judicious application of the precautionary approach, and subsidies that encourage overfishing are removed.

d). Climate change and managing carbon budgets.
Sea level rise and change in ecosystem status due to changing temperatures, from coral bleaching to impacts upon migration patterns, have been discussed at length in diverse international fora and need not be re-stated here. Relatively new issues on the agenda, however, are Ocean Acidification and Blue Carbon.

- **Acidification**: Oceans are estimated to have absorbed approximately 25% of anthropogenic carbon dioxide since the commencement of the industrial revolution resulting in a 26% increase in the acidity of the Ocean. Ocean acidification is known to have a significant impact; many organisms show adverse effects, such as reduced ability to form and maintain shells and skeletons, as well as reduced survival, growth, abundance and larval development. Acidification will also affect carbon accretion in
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coral reef building organisms causing net decreases in global coral reef coverage and associated species. Projections suggest that pH for the more vulnerable ocean regions could reach the aragonite tipping point within decades changing the very chemistry of ecosystems with potentially disastrous effects. As ocean acidity increases, its capacity to absorb carbon dioxide from the atmosphere decreases, thereby reducing the ocean’s capacity to moderate climate change. There is currently no international mechanism to specifically address acidification, appropriate means need to be elaborated to enable coordinated international action.

- **Blue Carbon**: Several key coastal habitats such as mangroves, salt marshes and sea grass meadows have been found to fix carbon at a much higher rate per unit area than land based systems and be more effective at the long-term sequestration of carbon than terrestrial forest ecosystems. Mangroves have been reduced to 30-50% of their historical cover and 29% of seagrass habitats are estimated to have been lost in the last 150 years. This carbon sequestration role re-emphasizes the importance of maintaining, and where possible rehabilitating, such ecosystems as an opportunity for ecosystem climate mitigation and to also including them in carbon trading mechanisms.

The Blue Economy approach will set in place the policies, legislation, infrastructure and incentives to facilitate the transition to a low carbon economy utilising all the tools at its disposal including the ocean’s enormous potential for renewable energy (wind, wave, tidal, thermal and biomass) generation.

e). Marine and coastal tourism.
Marine and coastal tourism is of key importance to many developing countries. Despite the global economic crisis international tourism has continued to grow. Data indicates that international tourist arrivals increased by 4% to 1.035 billion in 2012, generating US$ 1.3 trillion in export earnings. The UNWTO forecasts further growth of 3-4% in 2013. This does not detract however from the vulnerability of economies so heavily dependent on a single industry. Tourism brings challenges in terms of increased: greenhouse gas emissions, water consumption, sewage, waste generation and loss or degradation of coastal habitat, biodiversity and ecosystem services.

f). Pollution and marine debris.
The growing human population, intensification of agriculture and the rapid urbanisation of coastal areas are all key land based factors causing higher levels of pollution in our seas. Documented marine “dead zones” now number more than 400 covering an area of over 240,000 km² including some of the formerly most productive areas of estuaries and shelf. There has been an approximate threefold increase in the loads of nitrogen and phosphorous enrichment to the oceans since pre-industrial times. A recent study estimates that the
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“business as usual” model of nitrogen input will result in an increase of 50% in the fluxes of inorganic nitrogen to the Ocean by the year 2050. Sea based sources of pollution are likely to be a growing issue as maritime shipping increases and submarine hydrocarbon/mineral exploration and extraction continue to expand. Furthermore market forces are driving exploration in ever more extreme environments posing increased ricks of marine pollution as clearly demonstrated by the 2010 Deepwater Horizon disaster in the Gulf of Mexico.

Marine debris threatens the integrity of marine food chains. Plastic materials and other litter are widespread from the oceanic collection zones and gyres, through the glutinous mass of micro-plastics that can now be trawled from some waters to the debris and pellets often found in the gastrointestinal tract of sea and bird life.

The international mechanisms (e.g. Regional Seas Conventions, MARPOL) in place to address these matters need implementation with renewed vigour incorporating the analysis of the true costs and benefits of rectifying these concerns in the context of the natural blue capital.

g). Governance and international cooperation.

Each sovereign country is responsible for its own resources and sustainable development. This national responsibility and importance of national polices and development strategies should not therefore be downplayed. The principle of common but differentiated responsibilities, however, still applies. Indeed the need for structured international cooperation underpins all aspects of the Blue Economy. Whether it be with regard to updating and advancing governance mechanisms to ensure the sustainable development of waters beyond national jurisdiction (e.g. maritime security, high seas MPAs, sustainable fisheries, oil and mineral extraction) or assistance in enabling the effective management and utilisation of national EEZs (e.g. technology transfer, technical assistance, marine spatial planning), capacity building, finance to support national marine spatial planning and effective monitoring, control and surveillance).

A key component of international cooperation for the Blue Economy approach is Research. A science-based approach is essential to the development of the Blue Economy; commencing with the initial assessment and critically the valuation of the blue capital at our disposal. This will provide a basis for informed decision-making and adaptive management. This major undertaking must be addressed and continually refined and upgraded in line with changing circumstances, evolving technologies and our increasing understanding; or the Blue Economy approach will founder. This underlines the importance of technical assistance, technology transfer and capacity building to the pursuit of sustainable development.
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6). The Blue Economy – Opportunities

Issues and problems bring with them challenges and opportunities and the Blue Economy offers a suite of opportunities for sustainable, clean, equitable blue growth in both traditional and emerging sectors.

a). Shipping and Port Facilities
80 percent of global trade by volume, and over 70 per cent by value, is carried by sea and handled by ports worldwide. For developing countries, on a national basis, these percentages are typically higher. World seaborne trade grew by 4% in 2011, to 8.7 billion tonnes despite the global economic crisis and container traffic is projected to triple by 2030. Coastal countries and SIDS need to position themselves in terms of facilities and capacities to cater for this growing trade and optimise their benefits. The IMO has brought in new industry wide measures to increase efficiency, reduce green house gas emissions and pollution. More needs to be done to address the issues of IAS from ballast water and hull fouling but even with these challenges maritime trade is set fair for growth and economic benefits whilst reducing impacts, offering expanding Blue employment opportunities for the foreseeable future.

b). Fisheries
Globally 350 million jobs are linked to marine fisheries, with 90% of fishers living in developing countries. The value of fish traded by developing countries is estimated at US$ 25 billion making it their largest single trade item. Global catch rose from 4 million tonnes in 1900, through 16.7 million tonnes in 1950, 62 million tonnes in 1980 to 86.7 million tonnes in 2000 but has stagnated subsequently. In 2009 marine capture production was 79 million tonnes. Overall catch risks decline with 75% of stocks fully exploited or depleted. Human activity has directly and markedly reduced ocean productivity; additional deficits may be due to climate change increasing ocean stratification and reducing nutrient mixing in the open seas. Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) and LME assessments show significant warming trends from which model projections 2040-2060 forecast a steady decline in ocean productivity.

The implementation of integrated, ecosystem-based approaches based on the best available science in a precautionary context, plus the removal of fishery subsidies that drive overexploitation offer the prospect of restoring key stocks and increasing catches. It is estimated that 50 US$ billion per annum is lost to overfishing and could be progressively recovered through stock restoration. The implementation of sound management measures brings the promise of increased sustainable catches, lower energy utilisation and costs; thereby securing livelihoods and enhancing food security.
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c). Tourism
Tourism is a major global industry; in 2012 international tourist arrivals increased by 4% despite the global economic crisis and constituted 9% of Global GDP (direct, indirect and induced impact). In 2012 tourism supported 9% of global jobs and generated US$ 1.3 trillion or 6% of the world’s export earnings\textsuperscript{23}. International tourism has grown from 25 million in 1950 to 1,035 million in 2012 and the UNWTO forecasts further growth of 3-4% in 2013\textsuperscript{24}; the forecast for 2030 being 1.8 billion. A large portion of global tourism is focused on the marine and coastal environment and it is set to rise. Trends in aging populations, rising incomes and relatively low transport costs will make coastal and ocean locations ever more attractive. Cruise tourism is the fastest growing sector in the leisure travel industry; between 1970 and 2005 the number of passengers increased 24-fold to 16 million by 2011. Overall, average annual passenger growth rates are in the region of 7.5% and passenger expenditures are estimated in the order of US$ 18 billion per year\textsuperscript{25}.

Tourism developments bring various problems, as iterated in section 5e of this document. The tourism consumer, however, is driving the transformation of the sector with a 20% annual growth rate in ecotourism; about 6 times the rate of growth of the overall industry. A Blue Economy approach where ecosystem services are properly valued and incorporated into development planning will further advance this transition, guiding tourism development and promoting lower impact activities, such as ecotourism and nature-based tourism, where the natural capital is maintained as an integral part of the process.

d). Aquaculture
Aquaculture is the fastest growing global food sector now providing 47% of the fish for human consumption\textsuperscript{26}. Fish used for human consumption grew by more than 90 million tonnes in the period 1960-2009 (from 27 to 118 million tonnes) and aquaculture is projected to soon surpass capture fisheries as the primary provider of such protein.

To maintain its viability and growth without undermining wild fisheries the aquaculture industry must actively reduce the proportion of industrial fish in fishmeal. Progress is being made however; fishmeal is increasingly being produced from fishery by-products - which now constitute over 25% of global production\textsuperscript{27}. Research indicates that at least 50% of fishmeal and 50-80% of oil in salmonid (the largest component of aquaculture production) and 30-80% off fishmeal and up to 60% of oil in marine fish diets can ultimately be replaced with vegetable substitutes greatly increasing the scope for industry expansion\textsuperscript{28}.

e). Energy
In 2009 offshore fields accounted for 32% of worldwide crude oil production and this is projected to rise to 34% in 2025\textsuperscript{29} and higher subsequently, as almost half the remaining recoverable conventional oil is estimated to be in offshore fields - a quarter of that in deep
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Deep water oil drilling is not new, but market pressures are making the exploration for and tapping of evermore remote reserves cost effective, bringing the most isolated areas under consideration. Methane hydrates, a potentially enormous source of hydrocarbons, are now also being explored and tapped from the seabed.

Oil will remain the dominant energy source for many decades to come but the Ocean offers enormous potential for the generation of renewable energy – wind, wave, tidal, biomass, thermal conversion and salinity gradients. Of these the offshore wind energy industry is the most developed of the ocean based energy sources. Global installed capacity was only a little over 6 GW in 2012 but this is set to quadruple by 2014 and relatively conservative estimates suggest this could grow to 175 GW by 2035

f). Biotechnology
The global market for marine biotechnology products and processes is currently estimated at US $ 2.8 billion and projected to grow to around US$ 4.6 billion by 2017. Marine biotech has the potential to address a suite of global challenges such as sustainable food supplies, human health, energy security and environmental remediation. Marine bacteria are a rich source of potential drugs. In 2011 there were over 36 marine derived drugs in clinical development, including 15 for the treatment of cancer. One area where marine biotech may make a critical contribution is the development of new antibiotics. The potential scope is enormous, by 2006 more than 14,000 novel chemicals had been identified by marine bioprospecting and 300 patents registered on marine natural products.

On the energy front algal biofuels offer promising prospects. The European science Foundation postulates a production volume of 20-80 thousand litres of oil per hectare per year can be achieved from microalgal culture, with even the lower part of this range being considerably higher than terrestrial biofuel crops.

g). Submarine mining
The world is gearing up for the exploration and exploitation of mineral deposits on and beneath the sea floor. Industry, due to rising commodity prices, is turning its attention to the potential riches of polymetallic nodules, cobalt crusts and massive sulphide deposits; the latter a source of rare earth elements, such as yttrium, dysprosium and terbium, important in new ICT hardware and renewable energy technologies. Commercial interest is particularly strong in polymetallic nodules and in seafloor massive sulphides.

The International Seabed Authority has developed the Mining Code regulations to meet these changing circumstances and has commenced issuing licenses for the exploration of the international sea floor. Coastal countries need to prepare themselves to ensure they
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realise optimal benefits from resources in their own EEZs and likewise that their concerns are incorporated into the measures to manage the coming race for the riches of the seabed.

7). Charting a course to the Blue Horizon

To realise the necessary international cooperation and support to elevate the Blue Economy to the international sustainable development agenda, diplomatic effort amongst SIDS has targeted the preparatory process leading up to the Third International Conference on Small Island Developing States in Apia, Samoa 2014. The Government of Seychelles, with its partners, has taken on the challenge of placing the Blue Economy on the international agenda, presenting it and finding strong support at the 21st African Union Summit (19-27 May 2013), the Tokyo International Conference on African Development (TICAD V) 1-3 June 2013, the 1st Indian Ocean Rim Association for Regional Cooperation (IOR-ARC) Economic and Business Conference (4-5 July, 2013) and the AIMS meeting in Seychelles (17-19 July, 2013).

It is proposed to hold a “Blue Summit” in Abu Dhabi in January 2014, as part of the Sustainable Development Week with the support of the Government of the United Arab Emirates. This will allow SIDS groupings and other partners (e.g. IOR-ARC etc...) to contribute to an internationally endorsed Blue Economy document for submission to the Third International Conference on Small Island Developing States in Samoa, 2014. Full development and endorsement of the proposal in Samoa would constitute the next step in securing international momentum for, and acceptance of, the Blue Economy as an approach distinct from, but mutually supportive with, the Green Economy model.

8). Preliminary Listing of Potential Partner Agencies and Processes


CBD Sustainable Oceans Initiative, UNEP Green Economy Initiative, European Project on Ocean Acidification.
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